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What if we used knowledge of the human to train to expect human 
suboptimality, and thus suffer from less distributional shift?
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Self-play agents may not coordinate with humans

When an agent incorrectly expects its human partner to be optimal, coordination failures result.

We hypothesize that in cooperative settings:

H1. Self-play agents will perform much more poorly when paired with humans.

H2. Using human data or models for training will lead to significant improvements.

H3. RL with human models will outperform vanilla imitation learning.

Yes it helps!

Self play agents face distributional shift when paired with humans. Why are they robust to it in Go, Dota, Starcraft, etc.?
Because these are all zero-sum games.

Adaptation to humans
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SP “expects" the human to turn around, and crashes into them

The human-aware agent predicts the human and goes the other way

Key Insight: Assuming an optimal other player is conservative in competitive games but not in collaborative games Even though H is clearly headed for a dish, R expects H to turn around and get an onion, and so gets a dish 

Two-Player Zero-Sum Games
(e.g. Go, Starcraft, Dota*)

Common-Payoff Games
(e.g. Overcooked)

AI gets +7 instead of equilibrium +3! 😄
H gets -7 instead of equilibrium -3 😥
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Due to SP, AI implicitly 
assumes H is like itself

SP equilibrium for 
zero-sum is min-max AI
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SP equilibrium for 
common-payoff is 

max-maxAI
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AI and H get +1 instead of equilibrium +8 😥
AI could have guaranteed +3 by going right

The Overcooked environment
In our five Overcooked layouts, coordination is essential for achieving high performance

Cramped Room Asymmetric Advantages Coordination Ring Counter CircuitForced Coordination

SP does well with itself and poorly with a human. Modeling the human helps, and an exact model helps more.

Performance with human proxy model

Performance with real humans
SP and PBT don’t do as well as a human-aware agent, which sometimes beats real humans 

Further Information
Demo: https://humancompatibleai.github.io/overcooked-demo

Code: https://github.com/HumanCompatibleAI/overcooked_ai

Blog post: https://bair.berkeley.edu/blog/2019/10/21/coordination/

Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.05789
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